
AN ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY ABOUT THE MEANING OF

LIFE

Is the meaning of life internal to life, to be found inherently in life's many The external interpretation commonly makes
the claim that there is a realm to which life does not stand in the way of this kind of personal growth, but contributes to it.

New York: Routledge,  Toronto: University of Toronto Press,  Protection and extension of our organic
integrity necessitates our dependence on and interaction with everything on Earth. Why would not a very good
but imperfect being confer some meaning? Mind, consciousness, words and what they signify, are thus the
focus for the answer to the question. Deep hopes would be dashed. Relatively few objectivists are pure, so
construed. However, if indeed soul-centered theory ultimately relies on claims about meaning turning on
perfection, such a view is attractive at least for being simple, and rival views have yet to specify in a
principled and thoroughly defended way where to draw the line at less than perfection perhaps a start is Metz ,
ch. Nihilism So far, I have addressed theoretical accounts that have been naturally understood to be about what
confers meaning on life, which obviously assumes that some lives are in fact meaningful. I imagine you can
intuitively understand how I decided to do those things based off what I want from my life. This is manifested
in the modern world as the daily grind. The purpose- and infinity-based rationales are the two most common
instances of God-centered theory in the literature, and the naturalist can point out that they arguably face a
common problem: a purely physical world seems able to do the job for which God is purportedly necessary.
Acquisition of energy. Roughly, something is meaningful for a person if she believes it to be or seeks it out. It
is its own goal. Over the course of our existence, we encounter aspects of the world that have a kind of
existential gravitas in virtue of their role in defining and depicting the human condition. Davis, William H. If a
person failed to do what God intends him to do with his life, then, on the current view, his life would be
meaningless. Vohs, Jennifer Aaker, and Emily N. Benatar, D. I make sure that if I request for them to be at
work on time, I am on time. He would often chat with me in German before or after class; sometimes helping
explain certain nuances of the language.


